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CASE STUDY

Problem

Solution

Data is the lifeblood of every business but the only data that matters is data that drives a productive next action. For 
Everest Home Improvements, the phone number is the data that matters most when beginning new relationships. 
Unfortunately, anecdotal evidence from the contact centre indicated that many of the phone numbers collected were 
entered incorrectly so sales could not connect to the lead to begin that relationship.

Every moment in the customer journey is important but we could never get to the other moments if we failed to get 
the phone number. To fully understand the scale of the problem, we applied the LeadScale Engine diagnostic code to 
the data capture form to analyse the phone number data being captured. This analysis quickly showed that 14% of the 
data capture forms were submitted with incorrect phone numbers.

Everest had been dedicating resources to correct these numbers through a time-consuming process. While this 
process was going on however, the leads were talking to other suppliers. Frequently the opportunity was gone before 
an Everest representative was able to get in touch with the buyer.

Leadscale Engine was able to correct these numbers faster thereby accelerating Everest’s ability to get in touch with 
the hard-won leads.

Every time somebody enters data into a form, there is an opportunity for them to input the data incorrectly. 
Sometimes this is intentional. The user wants whatever sits behind the form but is not willing to exchange their data 
for that content. More often, the user has simply made a mistake. The idea behind the proposed solution was to 
improve the moment by “helping the visitor enter the right number.” By leveraging a real-time look-up, users were 
prompted to correct a non-working phone number before submitting the form.

The Leadscale Engine SmartForm proprietary code was applied to the enquiry form which enabled Everest Home 
Improvements to ‘validate and verify’ every number entered. Validation is the process where the entered value, in this 
case the phone number, is tested against Leadscale Engine’s industry leading filters to ensure it has all the necessary 
components of a UK phone number. Verification is the next step which matches the number entered against a 
database of assigned UK phone numbers.

“We always knew that customers entered wrong numbers but never thought about 
prompting customers to put in the right number before leaving the form. This has 
helped us reach those customers who made a simple mistake and for those that we 
know don’t want to be called we leave them alone.”
Anthony Threlfall, Head of Marketing at Everest Home Improvements
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If the number entered by the user fails either test, Leadscale Engine displays a message and visual warning on the 
form, prompting the user to correct the number. This did not catch every wrong number entered but it did catch most 
of the genuine errors. Additionally, this small service on the lead capture form reinforced Everest Home Improvements 
customer service ethos.

While Everest Home Improvements was very keen to improve their phone number capture, it could not be at the 
expense of form or page performance. They had spent considerable time testing and optimising their entire site to 
load as quickly as possible. The Leadscale Engine SmartForm code was developed to not only work on any data capture 
form but the code itself was designed to be as lightweight as possible.

Results

Conclusion

Everest home Improvements chose to not force a user to enter a correct number and allowed them to submit the 
form if the prompt to correct the number was ignored. As a result, they still received some incorrect details, but the 
incidence of this has halved which considerably increased contact rates.

It is now easier than ever to capture tons of data on each customer and every interaction with your business. The only 
data that matters however, is that which drives the next productive action. Leveraging Leadscale Engine’s experience 
and proprietary technology, Everest Home Improvements was able to implement a simple fix that delivered huge 
returns almost immediately.

Book an appointment to accelerate your lead to revenue journey.

“Leadscale has the very simple aim of helping customers enter the right data and 
helping heads of digital find incremental improvements in their data capture. 
A simple mistake in a phone number or email address can be corrected quickly, 
enabling your business to contact more customers, giving everyone a better 
experience. It’s a small and simple change that has a huge impact.”

“This was a very simple fix that paid back considerable dividends. If only every web 
deployment could be implemented so easily and deliver such quick returns!” 

Robin Caller, CEO at Leadscale

Anthony Threlfall, Head of Marketing at Everest Home Improvements

Will Rogers famously said that “you never have a second chance to make a first impression.” One of the things we have 
learned at LeadScale Engine is that sometimes the best way to make a good first impression yourself is to help the 
other person make a good impression on you.

By accelerating the correction of incorrect phone numbers Leadscale Engine allowed Everest to leverage their 
existing staff to connect to more leads with the expected knock-on increase in total revenue. This resulted in £42 of 
incremental revenue for every £1 spent on the solution.
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